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Unspecified Minor Military Construction (UMMC) authority grants permission to 
unit-level military commanders to expend Operating and Maintenance (O&M) funds on 
capital improvements and facilities construction projects. From 2001 until 2015, section 
2805 of title 10, United States Code limited the threshold for UMMC projects to $750K. 
With the recent passing of the Carl Levin and Howard P. “Buck” McKeon National 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2015, Congress increased the threshold by 
$250K to $1M. For large-scale construction projects, over $1M, commands have to 
submit their project to the lengthy, Congress-governed military construction (MILCON) 
process. 
For the Navy and Marine Corps, Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
(NAVFAC) is the executing agent for all construction services. The Navy and NAVFAC 
refer to UMMC as minor construction (MINCON). Since this paper focuses solely on 
Navy UMMC, it will furthermore be referred to as MINCON. 
Navy MINCON and MILCON projects are prepared and executed in order to 
support the department’s missions and to meet its goals. The Chief of Naval Operations 
Instruction 11010.20G (OPNAVINST 11010.20G) Facilities Project Instruction, dictates 
that NAVFAC and its customers are bound to adhere to the guidelines, policies and laws 
therein. OPNAVINST 11010.20G is the guiding document that Navy engineers use in 
navigating the facilities construction process. Failure of adherence and expenditures over 
the $750K threshold can result in a violation of the Antideficiency Act (ADA). An 
example of an ADA violation is incrementation or project splitting. Incrementation 
occurs when a project is split into separate parts that individually stay below the 
threshold, but collectively exceed it. Violation of the ADA can lead to administrative or 
penal consequences to the individual responsible, most often the contracting officer or 
comptroller who authorized the expenditure. Administrative penalties may include 
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suspension from duty, with or without pay, or possibly removal from position. Penalties 
imposed may include fines, imprisonment, or both (Antideficiency Act, 1982). 
One of the founding principles of our government is the separation of powers. 
Based on this principle, Congress has been charged with the purse strings and they take 
that duty very seriously. Congress’ power of the purse is evident in their establishment of 
the MINCON threshold and their authority over MILCON. Their preference is to approve 
MILCON on a line item basis, but they also understand the flexibility MINCON provides 
commanders. In the political world, money is power and controlling what money gets 
spent where is a power that Congress does not want to give up. Allowing unit 
commanders to use larger amounts of O&M for construction projects essentially reduces 
their power. Congress has the bite of the law to prevent this. According the Currency Act 
of 1870,  
it shall not be lawful for any department of the government to expend in 
any one fiscal year any sum in excess of appropriations made by Congress 
for that fiscal year, or to involve the government in any contract for the 
future payment of money in excess of such appropriations. (Currency Act, 
1870) 
B. SIGNIFICANCE OF STUDY 
Facing dynamic mission requirements, military unit commanders require an 
execution vehicle to provide their units with expeditious, quality facility requirements 
solutions. Even when fast-tracked, the soonest a MILCON project can be brought online 
is between three and four years. A unit commander’s ability to use O&M funds to 
execute a MINCON project that meets their expeditious mission critical facilities 
requirements is essential in sustaining a ready force capable of meeting the threats of a 
modern enemy and maintaining mission readiness. In order to continue to surpass the 
capabilities of our enemies, it is absolutely critical to ensure the appropriate MINCON 
threshold, one that allows commanders to purchase the same amount of construction 
despite cost escalation factors, has been established and that the proper methodology for 
determining future increases is employed. 
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The MINCON threshold limits the amount of O&M funds a unit-level 
commander can spend on capital improvements. The threshold was recently raised to 
$1M after being held at $750K since 2001. This study will evaluate the methodology 
used by Congress to determine the timing and amount of this increase, compare 
alternative methods, provide areas of consideration and provide recommendations for 
future increase considerations. 
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The primary research questions are as follows: 
 Was the increase to the MINCON threshold the appropriate 
amount? 
 What methodology did Congress employ to determine the increase 
amount? 
 Were increases in environmental, utilities and technology cost 
factors incorporated into the increase? 
 How much should the next increase amount be and when should it 
occur? 
D. BENEFITS OF RESEARCH 
The authority to use O&M for capital improvement expenditures is a powerful 
tool for unit-level commanders. Ensuring that they have the appropriate level of monetary 
authority, to contend with the dynamic state of their missions, combat debilitating 
infrastructure, overcome technological requirements and the constraints of environmental 
and energy savings mandates and to be able to train and maintain their combat forces, is 
essential to the success of our Navy.  
Examining the methodology Congress uses to determine the timing and the 
amount of increase to this powerful tool will support the process, validate the decision, 
and present alternative approaches. Addressing excluded cost escalation considerations 
and exploring ways to incorporate them into the methodology will furthermore 
substantiate the process and allow the DOD to recognize when to prudently request future 
increases. 
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E. LIMITATIONS OF RESEARCH 
This report will limit its research to the Navy MINCON and MILCON programs 
and processes. The majority of the issues, case studies, and examples will be “Navy-
centric” and based on the author’s experience and research as a Navy Civil Engineer 
Corps (CEC) Officer and employee of NAVFAC.  
This report will also be limited to open source data supporting Congress’ 
methodology for MINCON threshold increase determination. Assumptions and 
inferences will be made and stated as to the rational employed in their methodology. 
F. SCOPE 
This report is an assessment of the Navy’s MINCON Program and the recent 
congressional increase to the MINCON threshold. This report examines the purpose of 
the MINCON threshold, Congress’s methodology for determining the timing and amount 
of increasing the threshold, the factors that should be considered when determining the 
timing and amount of increasing the threshold, and if the methodology is appropriate. 
This analysis identifies whether the methodology is sufficient or if improvements should 
be made or if alternative methodologies should be considered. 
G. METHODOLOGY 
This report will use applicable inflation indices, a historical evaluation of 
MINCON and MILCON projects and previously conducted studies to evaluate the key 
cost escalation factors of the MINCON threshold increase. 
By utilizing the Consumer Price Index (CPI), RS Means Historical Construction 
Cost Indexes, Naval Center for Cost Analysis’ Inflation Index for MILCON, Office of 
the Secretary of Defense (OSD) derived inflation index and NAVFAC’s Building Cost 
Index (BCI) a quick comparison analysis can be conducted to determine the 
appropriateness of the threshold increase. 
In order to determine if environmental, infrastructure and technological cost 
factor escalations were considered in the threshold increase, an analysis of hand selected, 
historical Navy minor construction and MILCON projects was conducted. The projects 
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were retrieved from an online database call Electronic Project Generator (EPG). EPG can 
be viewed from NAVFAC’s employee portal page, which the author has permission to 
access. The author retrieved 12 MINCON and 12 MILCON projects from FY03 and 
compared them to 12 MINCON and 12 MILCON projects from FY15. The number 12 
was chosen because the number of projects available on EPG in FY03 was the limiting 
factor. Also, FY03 was chosen vs. FY01 for the same reason, the number of FY01 or 
FY02 projects available for comparison was insufficient. 
The comparison of the projects from EPG allowed the author to attempt to prove 
that cost factors other than inflation, environmental, infrastructure and technological, 
were not accounted for in the threshold increase. Lack of consistency in Department of 
Defense Form 1391 (DD 1391) preparation and deficient pricing data prevented precise 
environmental analysis. As environmental standards became the norm, delineating the 
costs by line item ceased to subsist. The author was able to acquire an internal NAVFAC 
document that approximates the increases in environmental construction costs. This 
document was used to estimate an environmental cost factor while the EPG DD 1391 
analysis was used to estimate an infrastructure cost factor and a technology cost factor. 
The combination of the inflation index analysis and the cost escalation factors 
determination was then used to evaluate the MINCON threshold increase for aptness 
determination. 
H. OBJECTIVES 
MINCON projects and the use of O&M funds for capital improvements are 
critical for the success of military units. Expenditure of these funds is governed by laws 
and the trust of the American people. The objective of this study is to determine whether 
Congress is employing the proper methodology and is taking into consideration the 
appropriate factors when shaping MINCON appropriation limitations. By doing so, this 
will confirm that military commanders are being given the tools they need to ensure they 
are properly taking care of their people and are simultaneously able to meet their mission 
requirements while demonstrating they are being good stewards of taxpayers’ money. 
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II. NAVY FACILITIES PROGRAM 
A. GENERAL INFORMATION AND DEFINITIONS 
In order to dissect and show the value of the MINCON program, a basic 
understanding of the Navy facilities projects program and its terms is required. Chapter 
Two of the OPNAVINST 11010.20G, Facilities Projects Instruction is provided in 
Appendix A for additional background. 
B. MINCON PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
The Military Minor Construction Program was established to provide the DOD 
with the authority to acquire, repair, or construct urgently required permanent or 
temporary facilities that do not surpass statutory cost limitations. OPNAVINST 
11010.20G defines a MINCON project as  
A minor construction appropriated fund (APF) project is a single 
undertaking with a funded cost of $1,000,000 or less (including contract 
administration, SIOH, and contingency) at a military installation. The 
project shall include all work necessary to produce a complete and usable 
facility, or a complete and usable improvement to an existing facility. All 
minor construction projects for an addition, expansion, extension or 
alteration must be supported by the facility planning documents, Regional 
Shore Infrastructure Plans (RSIPs), or applicable design criteria. (Chief of 
Naval Operations, 2005, p. 4–2) 
MINCON is a highly decentralized program that allows unit-level and installation 
commanders to acquire minor construction projects utilizing O&M funds. O&M funds 
are appropriated yearly and typically must be obligated by the end of the fiscal year in 
which they were appropriated. The funds are appropriated to support activities such as 
base operating support, travel and training, not to acquire things. This allows 
commanders the autonomy to fund high priority, low cost and short fused facilities 
projects without facing heavy scrutiny or a lengthy approval process. 
According to the Defense Contingency Contracting Handbook, 
O&M funds also pay for maintenance and repair work. “Maintenance” is 
recurring work to prevent deterioration (to preserve or maintain a facility 
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so that it is usable for its designated purpose). “Repair” is the restoration 
of a facility so that it can be used for its designated purpose by 
overhauling, reprocessing, or replacing parts or materials that have 
deteriorated because of the elements (or wear and tear) and have not been 
corrected through maintenance. When construction and maintenance (or 
repair) are performed together as an integrated project, each type of work 
is funded separately unless the work is so integrated that the separation of 
construction from maintenance or repair is not possible. In the latter case, 
all work is funded as construction. (Department of Defense, 2015, p. 75) 
MINCON repair authority is instrumental in permitting commands to sustain 
mission readiness by ensuring the facilities that they use in the performance of their 
duties are safe, fully functional and are not impairing or impeding operations. If a critical 
component or function of a facility is inoperative, the unit has the ability to immediately 
execute repair services, using O&M funds, to bring the facility back on line. Each 
command can prioritize their own requirements based on their own O&M budgets. 
C. MILCON PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
When a construction project exceeds the MINCON threshold of $1M, it must be 
appropriated through the multi-faceted and extremely lengthy MILCON process. 
MILCON includes construction projects for all types of buildings, 
facilities, roads, airfield pavements, and utility systems costing more than 
$1,000,000. The Navy MILCON program objective is to provide quality 
facilities to support the Navy mission. A MILCON project includes all 
construction work necessary to produce a complete and usable facility or 
complete and usable improvement to an existing facility. (Chief of Naval 
Operations, 2005, p. 2–2) 
The MILCON process begins with the planning and development stage. Here the 
requirement for a project is identified. Once a requirement is defined and validated, an 
analysis of alternatives is completed. The analysis of alternatives permits decision makers 
to choose between different courses of action. The alternative selected as the best course 
of action will then be documented on a DD 1391. The DD 1391 serves as the justification 
and budgeting source that will eventually seek OSD and congressional approval. Also, 
during the planning and development stage, site approvals and environmental analysis is 
completed in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. 
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Once planning is complete, the DD 1391 will be submitted for programming. This 
begins the programming phase. In this phase the project will be prioritized and identified 
in the Program Objective Memorandum (POM) for the respective service that initiated 
the project. All projects are then individually listed on the service’s Budget Estimate 
Submission (BES). Next, the services will submit their BES to OSD in the hopes that 
their projects will make it on the President’s Budget request to Congress.  
Next comes the approval phase, in this phase Congress can decide whether or not 
to authorize and appropriate the project. Each MILCON on the President’s Budget will be 
approved line item by line item by congressional committees. After many hearings, 
reviews and testimonies, legislation is passed that authorizes and appropriates the 
approved projects. 
Finally, once funding is available, the project can be executed in its programmed 
year. The execution phase involves the design, acquisition and construction portion of the 
project. Once a design is approved, the designated construction agent puts out a Request 
for Proposal (RFP), advertises and awards the project, then constructs and closes out the 
project. The project is then turned over to the original requirement owner for occupancy 
and operation. 
MILCON is not the solution to swift and dynamic facilities requirements. From 
the time a commander programs a MILCON until the time it is fully operational can be 
five years. (Figure 1) In today’s environment, five years is too long to construct short-
term facilities requirements. Due to the high rate of change associated with the DOD’s 
mission and the difficulties associated with forecasting requirements, many MILCON 
projects require expensive modifications to correct unforeseen deficiencies that were 
unaccounted for during the planning process. For example, a unit that had programmed a 
$30M operations facility in Little Creek, VA was reassigned to Pearl Harbor, HA due to 
the increased threats in the Pacific Ocean. The unit was reassigned when the project was 
approximately 60 percent complete with the construction phase (3 years into the 
MILCON process). Another $18M had to be programed into the project in order to 
modify the building to support a new unit that was commissioned the year prior and had 
the requirement for an operations facility.  
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Figure 1.  MILCON Project Execution Timeline  
 
Source: Department of the Army (1992, p. 9). 
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III. MINCON THRESHOLD DETERMINATION 
A. OVERVIEW 
Although Congress establishes and provides oversight to the construction limits of 
authority, they do not conduct the research and provide the justification for increases. 
Congress instead defers to the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and their 
escalation rate estimates as a baseline to determine construction inflation levels. If there 
is a conflict with OMB’s estimates or for validation, Congress will turn to OSD or more 
exactly the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Energy, Installations and 
Environment (ASD EI&E). ASD EI&E is charged with providing the primary oversight 
of the DOD’s acquisition, budgetary support, management and policy initiatives 
associated with base operations and installation energy requirements. Under the policy 
umbrella, MINCON threshold determination is a primary focus.  
In order to ensure the DOD is able to fulfill its mission, the office of the ASD 
EI&E must provide its subordinates with the proper tools; one of those tools is a 
MINCON threshold that accounts for construction cost increases. ASD EI&E keeps a 
close watch on many of the major construction inflation indices and has developed their 
own inflation index based on correlation analysis. Also, when Congress requests in-depth 
evaluation due to increased concerns, ASD EI&I will respond to those requests. 
Following is an example of such a request from the House Armed Services Committee as 
documented in DOD’s Military Construction Pricing Inequities report to Congress in 
2008: 
Military Construction Pricing Inequities  
The Committee remains concerned that the current pricing models used by 
the Department of Defense understate the overall cost of the military 
construction program. While the committee understands that the use of the 
OMB inflation factors for construction has understated the construction 
industry by 10 percent over the last two years, the committee believes that 
this has the concurrent effect of reducing the scope of the entire military 
construction program. Although the committee understands that the OMB 
cost factors used to support the fiscal year 2008 budget request are 
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coincidently close to industry standards, the committee remains concerned 
about the fluctuation of the account. 
Therefore, the committee directs the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) to 
submit an analysis of the current inflation factors as they compare to 
industry cost factors to the congressional defense committees by February 
1, 2008. This analysis shall include a review of the program over the last 
five years, the methods that the Department of Defense employs to 
overcome a diminished program, an analysis of available industry metrics, 
and recommendations that the Department proposes to reduce the 
fluctuation of the military construction account. (Department of Defense, 
2008, p. I) 
B. OSD ANALYSIS OF CONSTRUCTION INFLATION 
Although OSD’s analysis focuses primarily on the MILCON program, it gives a 
comprehensive understanding as to the considerations and key factors used in 
determining DOD construction inflation calculations and provides the foundation for the 
methodology and rational used by Congress in raising the MINCON threshold. 
Every year OSD distributes inflation assumptions that DOD components use in 
establishing their budget requirements. One element of the component’s budget is their 
MILCON program. In order to ensure they are allocating the proper amount to each 
project, estimates using the OSD inflation assumptions are produced. Although there are 
many private sector industry indexes available for use, these indexes do not always 
accurately translate to the DOD’s operations. One of the most commonly applied indexes 
for construction predicted rates is the Engineering News Record Building Cost Index 
(ENR BCI). 
Table 1 compares OSD’s assumed rates and ENR BCI predicted rates over four, 
consecutive three-year intervals from 2002 and 2007. The table also shows the OSD 
assumed rates registering below the ENR BCI rates for the same time periods, with 
cumulative shortages averaging 3.4 percent. 
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Table 1.   OSD vs. ENR BCI Compounded Inflation Predictions 
 
Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense (2008, p. 2–3). 
To further demonstrate how different OSD rates are compared to industry rates, a 
comparison of OSD assumed rates to actual rates was completed, using four of the top 
industry indexes (the RS Means indexes, the Boeckh index, the Lee Saylor, Inc. (LSI) 
Subcontractor Index and the Rider Levett Bucknall (RLB) index). According to OSD’s 
report to Congress 
data from these four historical indices was averaged to generate a 
representative annual historical inflation rate for the MILCON program. 
Table 2 displays these rates across successive three-year time periods 
between 2002 and 2007, and then compares the compounded three-year 
rates with the OSD rates previously identified in Table 1. (Department of 
Defense, 2008, p. 2–4) 
Table 2.   Top 4 Indexes’ Average Historical Inflation Rates over a 
Three-Year Period 
 
Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense (2008, p. 2–4). 
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What these tables show is that the DOD has historically underestimated its 
assumed construction escalation rates. From these actions it can be inferred that 
construction limits of authority, like the MINCON threshold, were not keeping pace with 
actual construction costs and were limiting the amount of construction that could be 
purchased. With regards to the MILCON program, OSD stated. “This escalation shortfall 
impacted the MILCON program during the last two to three years, resulting in lost scope, 
reprogramming actions, and delayed projects” (Department of Defense, 2008). In order to 
mitigate the effects of the shortfall, OSD has implemented counter measures, such as 
scope reductions and improved acquisition methods,  
C. ANALYSIS OF INDICES 
When OSD did their analysis of the construction industry’s leading inflation 
indices, they looked at several components of each index to determine how closely each 
index represented historical MILCON inflation. Each index uses different components 
and thus some better represent the MILCON program than others. 
The majority of the indices incorporate input costs such as material and labor and 
use historical data on completed construction contracts to ascertain escalation rates. Some 
even go as far as including productivity rates, taxes and insurance costs. A complete 
breakdown, conducted by OSD, of all the major indices and their key components can be 
found in Appendix B. 
Although the analysis of the indices shows that certain indices more closely 
correlate to historical MILCON rates, they do not take into account key factors that 
directly drive DOD construction. Government directives and initiatives compel Navy 
engineers to incorporate environmental, energy savings and legal cost drivers, into 
facilities construction. These cost drivers are not always required in the private sector. 
This creates even further disparity and justifies further analysis. 
D. ESCALATION DETERMINATION CHALLENGES 
OSD faces many challenges in determining when a request to increase the 
MINCON threshold should be submitted. As previously discussed, cost drivers that only 
affect the DOD and cannot be easily calculated make it difficult to use private sector 
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indices as an approach to sustain a MINCON threshold that maintains a commander’s 
purchasing power.  
1. Time Value of Money 
When Congress increased the MINCON threshold to $750K in 2001, it had done 
so because the prior threshold of $500K had become inadequate. For this same reason, 
Congress increased the threshold from $750K to $1M in 2015. The primary reason these 
thresholds become obsolete over time is due to inflation and the time value of money. 
The time value of money concept states that a dollar today is worth more than a dollar 
tomorrow based on the interest you could have earned by investing that dollar. This 
means that over a long period of time a dollar, not invested, loses more and more of its 
value. In the case of the MINCON threshold and based solely on this factor, $750K worth 
of construction in 2001 was definitely a higher value than $750K worth of construction in 
2015. 
2. Aging Infrastructure 
The DOD’s installation inventory consists of more than 555,000 facilities, on over 
5,000 installations. The cost of operating and maintaining these facilities at an acceptable 
level is extremely costly and often takes a lower priority to the more significant, mission 
critical items. This subordinate classification has led to the degradation of a large percent 
of the DOD’s installation portfolio. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) 
documented this in their report, Defense Infrastructure: Long-term Challenges in 
Managing the Military Construction Program, and determined that a $164B construction 
shortfall existed (Holman, 2004). This degradation has placed an undue burden on 
military commanders who are now required to allot a small portion of their already 
limited O&M budget on infrastructure upgrades. These upgrades are necessary to support 
the modern facilities commanders need in order to be fully mission capable and in some 
cases to sustain current operations. 
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3. “Green” Construction 
Since the passing of Executive Order 13148-Greening the Government through 
Leadership in Environmental Management in April of 2000, there has been a large 
“green” movement within the DOD. Environmental initiatives in construction have 
resulted in increased costs in sustainable processes, environmentally friendly material and 
energy efficient equipment. These escalating cost factors are reducing the purchasing 
power a commander can execute while staying under the MINCON threshold. 
Established in 1993, the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) has developed a 
green building rating system that eventually became Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED). LEED is internationally recognized as the industry leader 
for establishing and recognizing environmentally sound facilities. “LEED certification 
earns points across several areas that address sustainability issues. Based on the number 
of points achieved, a project then receives one of four LEED rating levels: Certified, 
Silver, Gold and Platinum. LEED-certified buildings are resource efficient. They use less 
water and energy and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. As an added bonus, they save 
money” (“About LEED,” n.d., About LEED section, para. 3). In accordance with the 
Department of Defense Sustainable Buildings Policy, all new construction executed 
within the DOD mandates at least LEED Silver certification, thus increasing the upfront 
construction costs of the project (Department of Defense, 2005). 
4. Technology 
When the $750K MINCON threshold was established in 2001, a study conducted 
by Steven Hipple and Karen Kosanovich, economists with the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
showed that only 67 percent of federal government workers used computers at work and 
only 52.5 percent used the Internet at work (Hipple and Kosanovich, 2004). As 
technology advanced exponentially in the 2000’s, more and more workers in the federal 
government required the use of interconnected computers for their daily functions. This 
requirement led to additional construction costs associated with information technology 
infrastructure. 
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Modern facilities are now designed with information technology requirements 
that were not even considerations in 2001. Today, all workstations are required to have at 
least one, sometimes two Internet junction boxes that use expensive category 5 (CAT5) 
or category 6 (CAT6) cable to connect to the server rooms. Increased electrical outlets 
and cabling is also required to support the additional computer systems and peripherals. 
Depending on the size and purpose of the facility a server room may be required. Each 
server room requires a large electrical infrastructure, a battery back-up system, and a self-
contained cooling unit to maintain the room at the lower, optimal temperatures servers 
require. 
Since technology is primarily driven by automation through electrical devices and 
even though those devices, over time, require less power, the costs associated with 
constructing and installing the infrastructure to support those technologies is often 
overlooked. These costs rise proportionally with improved technology and should be 
considered in threshold determination. 
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IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
A. METHODOLOGY 
An analysis of the $250K increase to the MINCON threshold by Congress 
compared to increases based on industry and DOD historical escalation indices will show 
whether or not the increase was sufficient to provide commanders with the same 
purchasing power they had in 2001. An analysis of historical indices will show the actual 
purchasing power of the threshold for all types of construction instead of concentrating 
primarily on MILCON like the previous indices mentioned. 
B. DATA AND ANALYSIS 
The private industry provides open source information that allows for comparison 
analysis of construction escalation rates. That information combined with DOD data 
sources provided the results.  
1. Inflation and the CPI 
Based solely on inflation and using the average CPI, $750K in 2001 would be the 
equivalent of $1,003,742 in 2015. A simple calculation can be conducted on the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics’ website by using their CPI calculator or by using the CPI History 
Table (Appendix C) and using this formula: 
 




$750,000 x (237.017/177.1) = $1,003,742 
 
2. Construction Escalation Indices 
Deciding which construction escalation index or indices to use when comparing 
construction costs from 2001 to 20015 can be difficult. Many of the private sector indices 
incorporate location cost factors, labor cost factors and material cost factors into their 
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methodology. Since the DOD is reasonably unaffected by those cost factors an analysis 
of the most relative indices is required.  
a. Building Cost Historical Index 
According to the 2014 National Building Cost Manual, construction costs have 
increased by approximately 64 percent since the MILCON threshold of $750K was 
established in 2001 (Appendix D). Combine that with the fact that present day facilities 
require more expensive infrastructure in order to support information technology systems 
and commanders are relegated to purchase significantly less construction today compared 
to 2001. For example, a 5,000 square foot, steel framed pre-engineered building (PEB) 
constructed in 2001 with a price tag of $750K would have cost approximately $1,230,000 
in 2015 (Figure 2).  
Figure 2.  Comparison of PEB Construction Costs 
 
Year: 2001  Year: 2015 
Type: PEB  Type: PEB 
SF: 5,000 SF: 5,000 
Cost: $750K Cost: $1,230K 
 
b. RS Means Historical Cost Index 
According to the RS Means Historical Cost Indexes (Appendix E), one of the 
most trusted references in the construction industry, $750,000 of construction in 2001 
would be the equivalent of $1,236,211 in 2015.  
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Time Adjustment Using the RS Means Historical Cost Indexes: 
 




(206.2/125.1) x $750,000 = $1,236,211 
 
c. Naval Center for Cost Analysis Inflation Index for MILCON 
Using the Naval Center for Cost Analysis’ Inflation Index for MILCON 
(Appendix F) we can determine that $750,000 of construction in 2001 would be 
equivalent to $958,728 in 2015. 
This is found using a Base Year of 2010 (BY10), which has a raw index of 1.00. 
The raw index for Constant Year 2001 (CY01) is 0.8444, so $750,000/0.8444 = 
$888,205. This normalizes the $750K to BY10. Next to convert to 2015, you use the raw 
index of 1.0794 for Constant Year 2015 (CY15) and $888,205 x 1.0794 = $958,728. 
d. NAVFAC Building Cost Index 
Using NAVFAC’s Building Cost Index (Appendix G) we can determine that 
$750,000 of construction in 2001 would be equivalent to $1,049,365 in 2015. This is 
found using the formula: 
Escalation Factor = “Escalated to” date / “Escalated from” date 
Therefore: 
Cost in 2015 = 4960/3545 x $750,000 = $1,049,365 
3. Environmental Cost Escalation 
Since 2001 the large green movement within the DOD has resulted in increased 
costs in construction processes, environmentally friendly material and energy efficient 
equipment. Everything from recycling construction waste to Low Impact Development 
(LID) increases the overall cost of a project and reduces the actual construction a 
commander can purchase.  
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In order to quantify these costs, industry professionals at NAVFAC have 
developed a LEED for New Construction Workbook. In it they created a LEED checklist 
and cost list to determine the percent cost to acquire LEED certification on a new 
construction project by facility type. Of the 16 facility types identified, 10 facilities 
exceeded 4 percent the total cost of the building in order to achieve the lowest LEED 
certification and only four did not. (Appendix H) 
From this it can be inferred that the total environmental cost of a construction 
project is at least 4 percent. Thus, 4 percent of $750,000 is $30,000 and 4 percent of 
$1,000,000 is $40,000. 
4. Technological Cost Escalation 
As technology advances in all aspects of life, construction is no different. 
Buildings are being constructed with technology that is designed to increase energy 
efficiency and decrease operation and maintenance costs over the life of the building. 
Some examples of these technologies are motion activated light switches, automatic 
control systems, equipment monitoring systems and web-enabled security systems. The 
increased costs associated with procuring and installing the smart technologies will be 
recovered by the savings they will generate over the operational life of the facility. These 
savings, however, do not reduce the initial cost of construction and the increased costs are 
not accounted for in threshold determination.  
Information technology infrastructure is another area that increases the 
construction costs of new facilities. With more and more employees within the DOD 
being designated as knowledge workers, the infrastructure required to support the 
equipment for their duties is increasing the cost of facilities. High speed cable, multiple 
computer connections at every work station, server rooms, temperature control 
equipment, battery back-up devices and increased electrical capacity are all technology 
based cost drivers. For example, barracks or recreational facilities have increased 
requirements as cable or satellite television, electric card locks, high speed Internet 
connections and Wi-Fi have become mandatory quality of life staples.  
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Comparative analysis of DD 1391s from MINCON and MILCON projects from 
FY03 and FY15 shows that there has been a 2.43 percent increase in the amount and 
quantity of expenditures for information systems and technology for MINCON projects 
and only 0.4 percent increase for MILCON projects. (Appendix I) 
5. Infrastructure Cost Escalation 
The Department of the Navy and the DOD has seen a long-term degradation of its 
installations. Due to the long wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and coupled with the fact that 
spending money upgrading aging infrastructure not being high on the priority list has 
directly affected the MINCON program. It is not uncommon for a large portion of a 
MINCON project’s budget to be spent on upgrading the degraded infrastructure so that it 
can support the new facility being built. GAO’s report on defense infrastructure stated 
that OSD had recognized the need to halt the degradation of defense facilities. The report 
also went on to state 
Increasing current funding thresholds for using construction funds and 
operation and maintenance funds for unspecified minor military 
construction projects would give DOD more funding flexibility at the 
installation level but might need to be balanced against reducing 
congressional oversight of funding for the projects affected by these 
thresholds. Construction costs have increased 41 percent since the existing 
$1.5 million threshold for using unspecified minor construction funds and 
7 percent since the existing $750,000 threshold for using operation and 
maintenance funds were last adjusted respectively upward in 1991 and 
2001. As a result, fewer projects that are smaller in scope can now be 
completed using unspecified minor military construction funds or 
operation and maintenance funds. (Holman, 2004, p. 6) 
Comparative analysis of DD 1391s from MINCON and MILCON projects from 
FY03 and FY15 shows that there has been a 7.54 percent increase in the amount and 
quantity of expenditures for infrastructure upgrades for MINCON projects and a 1.32 
percent decrease for MILCON projects. (Appendix I)  
C. SUMMARY 
Based on results of the DD 1391 comparative analysis and NAVFAC’s LEED 
analysis; environmental, technological and infrastructure cost escalation factors do affect 
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construction escalation rates and should not be considered negligible when determining 
increases to the MINCON threshold. 
Table 3.   Summary of DD 1391 Analysis 
 
 
Inflation indices used within the DOD are significantly lower than private sector 
indices and historical cost indices provide the most significant impact on threshold 
determination. Congress’ decision to raise the MINCON threshold by $250k was correct 
but inadequate as $1M in 2015 does not provide the same purchasing power as $750K in 
2001. Taking into account that the majority of the inflation indices already show that a 
threshold of $1M is already below current escalated costs (Table 4), the fact that cost 
escalation factors not considered in inflation indices add an additional 13.9 percent to the 
escalation and longevity assurance of the threshold, the increase should have been 
considerably greater. 
Table 4.   Summary of Inflation Indices Analysis 
 
 
Infrastructure Technological Environmental Total
MINCON 7.5% 2.4% 4.0% 13.9%
MILCON -1.3% 0.4% 4.0% 3.1%
Cost Factor Increase 
Cost Escalation Indices 2001 2015
Consumer Price Index (CPI) $750,000 $1,003,743
Building Cost Historical Index $750,000 $1,230,000
RS Means Historical Index $750,000 $1,236,211
Naval Center for Cost Analysis Inflation Index $750,000 $958,728
NAVFAC Building Cost Index $750,000 $1,049,365
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V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
By using comparative analysis, standard industry inflation indices, government 
produced reports and a detailed breakdown and evaluation of hand selected DD 1391s 
from FY03 and FY15, this report attempted to determine the adequacy of the 
congressional increase to the MINCON threshold. 
B. CONCLUSIONS 
This project aspired to address the following issues: 
 Was the increase to the MINCON threshold the appropriate 
amount? 
 What methodology did Congress employ to determine the increase 
amount? 
 Were increases in environmental, utilities and technology cost 
factors incorporated into the increase? 
 What should the next increase amount be and when should it be 
applied? 
1. Amount 
The results of this study show that the amount of the increase to the MINCON 
threshold was on the lower end if you took into consideration factors that are typically 
not considered. If you take away environmental, technological and infrastructure factors, 
the threshold increase to $1M provides approximately the same buying power as $750K 
in 2001. However, each year the threshold remains unchanged buying power is reduced.  
2. Methodology 
Congress relies on OMB and OSD to provide them reports on inflation indices 
and recommendations for increasing thresholds. Ultimately, it is up to Congress to decide 
when to raise and by how much, but OMB and OSD input is critical. Their analysis and 
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estimation of military construction escalations rates closely resembles actual private 
sector escalation but does not factor in DOD specific cost increase factors. 
3. Cost Factors  
Environmental, infrastructure and technology cost factors were not considered in 
the recent increase. Under the assumption that these cost factors are not being considered 
in the industry indices, Congress, OMB and OSD are neglecting significant cost drivers 
that will continue to have immense limiting effects on the MINCON program. 
4. Future Increases 
The best way to gage when the next threshold increase should be will be by 
averaging the RS Means, Boeckh, LSI Subcontractor and RLB indices. In order to stick 
to the $250k theme, it is recommended that the increase should be instituted when the 
average of those four indices show an escalation rate that equates a FY15 value of $1M to 
a CY value of $1.25M. However, if a percentage themed increase is utilized, the increase 
should occur when the FY 15 value of $1M equals a CY value of $1.33M ($750K to $1M 
is a 33 percent increase). According to NAVFAC’s Building Cost Index, if escalation 
rates continue at the current rate the next increase would occur in FY 2025. (Appendix G)  
C. RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. Threshold Increases 
The current system used to evaluate MINCON threshold increases could be 
improved. However, the ability to determine escalation factors on characteristics that are 
not adequately measured proves too nebulous and cumbersome to be considered. The 
system that is in place accomplishes the mission as precisely and accurate as possible 
while minimizing the level of effort involved and given the limited amount of data 
available.  
The timing of the threshold increases could also be improved upon. Instead of 
increasing the threshold as a step function with large step increases over long periods of 
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time, shorter steps of smaller amounts over shorter periods of time would enable the 
threshold to more closely follow actual escalation.  
2. Future Research 
A study that analyzes the feasibility of a MINCON threshold that increases every 
year according to the NAVFAC BCI would provide interesting and valuable results. 
Evaluation of increasing the MINCON threshold by a percentage amount instead of a 
blanket $250K could provide a more adequate amount and increase the longevity of 
future threshold increases. Also, further research into the amount of O&M funds being 
expended on improving degraded infrastructure in order to allow commanders to perform 
their missions would be beneficial to show the lack of priority the Department of the 
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APPENDIX A. CHAPTER 2 OF FACILITIES PROJECT 
INSTRUCTION, OPNAVINST 10010.20G 
2. PROCEDURES FOR FACILITIES PROJECTS 
 




a. Contract Administration 
Contract Administration is a service performed by 
COMNAVFACENGCOM as identified in NAVFACINST 7820.1J 
or other source, for example Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) or 
Fleet Industrial Supply Center (FISC), in administering and 
executing maintenance, repair, minor construction, and service 
contracts. 
 
b. Funded Project Costs 
Funded project costs are costs used to determine who holds 
approval authority for a facilities project. (See FMR Volume 3, 
Chapter 17, paragraph 170203.) Funded project costs for facilities 
projects include the following: 
 
(1) Construction Equipment 
Costs applicable to maintenance and operation of 
government-owned equipment used in the execution of a 
project or costs applicable to construction equipment 
rentals at contractor or government expense. 
 
(2) Equipment 




Labor costs for in-house civilian employees are calculated 
based upon guidance in the FMR. When the work is 
accomplished by contract, include the labor component of 
all contract costs, except architectural and engineering 





The cost of land for the proposed project is a funded cost 




The cost of direct material (government or contractor 
furnished) used in accomplishing the project. 
 
(6) Overhead 
That portion of installation operations or support that 
represents additional overhead costs and would not have 
been incurred were it not for the project. Contractor 
overhead and profit is a funded cost. Government 
Supervision, Inspection, and Overhead (SIOH) and contract 
administration as identified in NAVFACINST 7820.1J are 
funded costs. SIOH for O&MN and O&MNR projects is 
transferred from NAVCOMPT to 
COMNAVFACENGCOM for those projects. 
SIOH for MILCON projects is funded with each project. 
 
(7) Project Design 
Design/Build costs can include design, post construction 
award of A&E service (PCAS) and Operation and 
Maintenance, Support Information (OMSI) work. 
 
(8) Surplus Stock 
Cost of materials, supplies, and items of installed 
equipment obtained from surplus stocks within the Navy or 
Marine Corps. Pricing of the property must be equal to that 
charged by the surplus stock manager or at the estimated 
fair market value. 
 
(9) Transportation 
The costs applicable to transportation of materials, 
supplies, Class 2 equipment (see paragraphs 2.1.4 and 
4.1.1.h) and government owned material and equipment. 
Projects accomplished by Naval Construction Forces 
(NCF) shall include these costs only when a deployment is 
intended for the sole purpose of accomplishing that 
particular project. The cost of transportation of materials 
transferred between supply offices is not included as a 




The cost of travel and per diem applicable to Seabee labor 
is a funded project cost only when a deployment is intended 
for the sole purpose of accomplishing that particular 
project. 
 
c. Military Construction Project 
Military Construction, as defined in 10 U.S.C. Section 2801, 
includes any construction, development, conversion, or extension 
of any kind carried out with respect to a military installation. 
MILCON includes construction projects for all types of buildings, 
roads, airfield pavements, and utility systems with a funded project 
cost greater than $750,000. Planning, programming, and 
documentation requirements for MILCON projects are explained 
in Chapters 2 and 4. 
 
d. Navy Working Capital Fund (NWCF) 
NWCF is a revolving fund established to finance a cycle of 
operations to which reimbursements and collections are returned 
for reuse in such a manner as to maintain the principal of the fund. 
It is established to finance inventories of supplies or to provide 
working capital for industrial type installations. 
 
e. Plant Replacement Value (PRV) 
The Plant Replacement Value is the cost to construct a replacement 
facility to current building codes, design criteria, and materials. 
PRV is calculated using the size of the current facility, published 
DOD unit costs for that type of the local area cost factor, design, 
contingency, SIOH, and historic adjustment factor. Project 
documentation shall reflect the “PRV (at EOY)” field from the 
Internet Navy Facility Assets Data Store (iNFADS). See DOD 
Facilities Pricing Guide, UFC 3–701-FY and FMR Volume 3, 
Chapter 17, Appendix C, Attachment 2. 
 
f. Project 
A single planned undertaking of construction, repair, maintenance, 
or equipment installation, performed either separately or in 
combination, to satisfy a finite requirement of work. 
 
g. Real Property Facility 
A real property facility is a separate and individual building, 
structure, or other real property improvement assigned a 5-digit 
category code (DODINST 4165.3 and NAVFAC P-72). The 5-
digit category code making up the largest floor area in the building 
is used as the category code for a multiple-use facility. All Real 
Property Facilities shall have a property record card in the Real 
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Property Inventory (RPI) of the Internet Navy Facility Assets Data 
Store (iNFADS). 
 
h. Real Property Requirements Generators 
After the stand-up of CNI, the eight former Installation Major 
Claimants (IMCs) became known as “Enterprise Claimants.” ASN 
(FM&C) has eliminated the use of the term Claimant. In this 
OPNAVINST, these commands will be referred to as Real 
Property Requirements Generators (RPRG). They are Commander, 
U.S. Atlantic Fleet (now Commander, Fleet Forces Command); 
Commander, U.S. Pacific Fleet; Commander, U.S. Naval Forces 
Europe; Commander, Naval Reserve Forces; Director, Field 
Support Activity; Commander, Naval Education and Training 
Command; Commander, Naval Sea Systems Command; and 
Commander, Naval Air Systems Command. 
 
i. Special Project 
A project whose funded cost exceeds the Regional Commander’s 
approval limits as specified in Appendix C, and in the case of 
construction projects, is below the Military Construction 
(MILCON) threshold for cost. Regional Commanders may set the 
approval limits of their installations at levels below those 
contained in this instruction. 
 
j. Supervision, Inspection, and Overhead (SIOH) 
These are funded costs charged by Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command (COMNAVFACENGCOM) for support associated with 
the administration of contracts for facilities projects. See 
NAVFACINST 7820.1J.  
 
k. Unfunded Project Costs 
Costs excluded when determining who holds approval authority for 
a facilities project. See FMR Volume 3, Chapter 17 for additional 




Costs applicable to the depreciation of government-owned 
equipment. 
 
(2) Military labor 
All costs financed from Military Personnel Appropriations. 




(3) Personal property 
Items bought from appropriated funds (OPN, APN, 
O&MN, O&MNR, RDT&E), revolving funds (NWCF), or 
nonappropriated funds (NAF) for procurement. Class 3 and 
Class 4 plant property are defined in paragraph 2.1.4. 
 
(4) Professional services 
Cost associated with engineering services, (ex: soil boring, 
surveys, inspections, and various types of testing and 
analyses, and post construction award services (PCAS)). 
 
(5) Project design 
Costs associated with preparation of design plans and 
specifications (Architect and Engineering (A&E) contracts 
and in-house design and review costs) and costs to develop 
Operation and Maintenance Support Information (OMSI) 
products for specific projects. However, in design/build 
contracts, the cost of design is part of the project funded 
cost. The cost of preparing the design/build request for 
proposal (RFP) is an unfunded design cost. Costs to 
develop OMSI and electronic as-built deliverables after 
award of construction shall be project funded. For 
MILCON projects, the design does not pay for OMSI. 
OMSI is covered within the project construction cost. 
 
(6) Surplus stock from outside the Navy or Marine Corps 
Cost of materials, supplies, and items of installed 
equipment obtained for a project from sources outside the 
Navy or Marine Corps (ex: excess distributions from other 
government agencies). 
 
2.1.2 Limits of Authority 
Approval authority limits for facilities projects are listed in Appendix C. 
The dollar amounts listed are total funded project cost as discussed in 
paragraph 2.1.1.b. 
 
2.1.3 Fund Sources 
Facilities projects are financed from one of three broad categories of 
funding sources.  
 
a. Appropriated Funds 
Appropriated Funds are funds provided by Congress through 
specific legislation. Examples include MILCON appropriations, 
operations and maintenance (O&M) appropriations, and 
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appropriations for procurement such as Other Procurement, Navy 
(OPN) or Weapons Procurement, Navy (WPN). 
 
b. Nonappropriated Funds (NAF) 
NAF consist of cash, investment income, and/or other assets 
received from sources other than that appropriated by Congress. 
Examples include revenues generated from retail sales, services, or 
private funds received from non-government entities, and public 
funds from governments other than the United States of America. 
 
c. Working Capital Funds 
Working capital funds are generated locally through the sale of 
products and services (generally industrial). The predominant 
working capital fund in the Navy is the Navy Working Capital 
Fund (NWCF). 
 
2.1.4 Classification of Government Property 
When a facility requirement is identified, the government property must 
first be classified according to the classification of Government property. 
Government property includes all physical assets owned by the 
government. The Navy Comptroller (NAVCOMPT) Manual, which has 
been superseded by the DOD Financial Management Regulation (FMR), 
introduced the definitions of the four classes of plant property in Volume 
3, Chapter 6. While the FMR Volume 4, Chapter 6 does not reference 
these definitions, they are still in use. The four classes of plant property 
(Navy-owned real property and personal property of a capital nature) are: 
 
a. Class 1 
Land is Class 1 property. 
 
b. Class 2 
Real property improvements to land are Class 2 property. Class 2 
property can include improvements such as buildings, structures, 
ground improvement structures, and utilities located within a 
building or structure. Class 2 property also includes installed or 
“built-in” equipment (see paragraph 4.1.1.h). 
 
c. Class 3 
Personal property of a capital nature, other than industrial plant 
equipment, having an estimated fair market value or initial 
acquisition cost that meets or exceed the DOD capitalization 
threshold of $100,000 is Class 3 property. (See FMR Volume 4, 
Chapter 6, paragraph 060103.) 
 
d. Class 4 
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Industrial plant equipment (personal property) having an estimated 
fair market value or initial acquisition cost that meets or exceed the 
DOD capitalization threshold or $100,000 is Class 4 property. This 
equipment is generally used for cutting, abrading, grinding, 
shaping, forming, joining, testing, measuring, heating, treating, or 
otherwise altering the physical, electrical or chemical properties of 
materials. SECNAVINST 7320.10 establishes policies and 
procedures for personal property management that meet 
accounting and accountability requirements for personal property. 
 
2.1.5 Classification of Work 
The work associated with satisfying that requirements must be classified 
according to the four Classifications of Work. Once the classification of 
work is determined, the appropriate funding source for the requirement 
can be determined. The four Classifications of Work are: 
 
a. Repair 
Work to restore a real property facility, system, or component to 
such a condition that it may be effectively used for its designated 
functional purpose. (Reference 10 U.S.C. Section 2811) For 
additional information on Repair, see Chapter 3. 
 
b. Construction 
Work to build or expand a new facility, add to an existing facility, 
or alter an existing facility. For additional information on 
Construction, see Chapter 4. 
 
c. Maintenance 
Work to maintain an existing facility and existing facility 
components in their customary state of operating efficiency. For 
additional information on Maintenance, see Chapter 5. 
 
d. Equipment Installation 
Work to support the installation of an item of personal property in 
other than new real property facility. For additional information on 
Equipment Installation, see Chapter 6. 
 
2.2 SPECIAL PROJECT DOCUMENTATION 
Special Project documentation is a critical first step in the planning process with 
three principal objectives. First, documentation provides a clear methodology for 
addressing all aspects of the facilities requirement including operational, 
technical, financial, legal, environmental, and social. Second, documentation 
provides a vehicle for obtaining, when required, approval and/or funding. Third, 
documentation provides a record of what actions were taken to address a 
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particular facilities requirement and how those actions were funded. Detailed 
procedures for project documentation are discussed in the following sections. 
 
2.2.1 Special Project Planning, Programming, and Budgeting 
Planning and programming are administrative steps involving projecting 
requirements into the future and allocating resources to the highest priority 
needs. These actions are generally carried out at the local level for NWCF 
funded commands, and at the installation, Region, and CNI levels for 
mission funded commands. The purpose for these steps is to provide a 
mechanism for making investment decisions concerning real property 
assets. 
 
2.2.2 Special Project Documentation Requirements 
Documentation is required for all projects over $500,000 (see Tables of 
Authorities in Appendix C). Dollar amounts are total funded project costs 
as discussed in paragraph 2.1.1.b. CNI or Regional Commanders may set 
lower cost thresholds to correspond to approval authority delegated to 
Installations. The project documentation needs to include discussion of the 
Classification of Work, Facility Investment SIC, and appropriation(s) or 
funding source. Note, the documentation requirements listed below do not 
apply to MILCON projects. Planning, programming, and documentation 
requirements for MILCON projects are discussed at the end of this 
Chapter and also in Chapter 4. 
 
2.2.3 Special Project Documentation 
 
a. The DD1391 is the primary format to document facilities 
projects. This form may also be used for those projects for which 
specific documentation requirements do not apply. Appendix D 
contains a sample DD1391 for a Special Project. 
 
b. Supporting documentation in the form of attachments is required 
to the extent necessary to fully communicate the location, scope, 
complexity, cost, and urgency of the project. Common attachments 
include (but are not limited to) the following: 
 
(1) Brief Sheet 
 
(2) Vicinity Plan 
 




(5) Detailed Cost Estimate 
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(6) Economic Analysis 
 
(7) National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) 
Documents 
 
(8) Basic Facility Requirements (BFR), Facility Planning 
Document (FPD) 
 
(9) Facility Data from Facility Readiness Evaluation 
System (FRES) and Internet Navy Facility Assets Data 
Store (iNFADS) 
 
(10) Engineering Evaluation 
 
2.2.4 Electronic Project Generator (EPG) 
Special Project documentation will be submitted using the Electronic 
Project Generator (EPG) online at: https://jersey-navfac.navy.mil/prd/ 
epg.htm. See Appendix D for a sample DD1391 and additional 
information on EPG. 
 
2.2.5 Special Project Numbering and Project Titles 
Each Special Project must be assigned an identification number. Each 
project identification number shall consist of a two-letter prefix followed 
by a five-digit number. These identification numbers are recorded on the 
DD 1391 and are used throughout the project’s life. Project numbers are 
also used for updating key components of CNI’s Facilities Investment 
Model (FIM), shown in Appendix C. Components of the FIM include the 
Facility Condition Assessment Program (FCAP), Facility Readiness 
Evaluation System (FRES), and the Internet Navy Facility Assets Data 
Store (iNFADS). 
 
a. Regions shall assign project numbers and maintain an ongoing 
annual list to ensure that no two projects from each Region have 
the same five-digit project number, regardless of program year, 
Special Interest Code (SIC) or Classification of Work. 
 
b. The two-letter prefix of the project identification number shall 
represent the Special Interest Code (SIC) indicating the project 
investment account as follows below. The two-letter prefix for 
projects with a combination of more than one investment type of 
work shall reflect the predominant type of investment work in the 
project, calculated by cost. 
 
(1) “ST” for Sustainment 
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(2) “RM” for Restoration and Modernization 
(Recapitalization) 
 
(3) “NF” for New Footprint 
 
(4) “DE” for Demolition 
 
c. Follow the two-letter prefix with a five-digit number. The first 
three digits of this number shall be assigned in numerical 
sequence, running consecutively as projects are identified within a 
fiscal year, regardless of the SIC or Classification of Work 
involved. The last two digits of the project identification number 
shall represent the fiscal year the project was identified. A dash (“-
”) shall separate the first three digits from the last two digits. 
 
d. Project identification numbers shall not be used to indicate 
project priority. 
 
e. The project identification number will not change when the 
work is accomplished in phases. The project documentation must 
include the cost of each phase. The phase of the project should be 
reflected in the project title as “Phase I,” “Phase II,” etc. 
 
f. Project titles must be specific; a vague or misleading title for a 
project may confuse reviewers. The title should specifically 
identify the facility function, building number, and the type of 
work to be done. 
 
(1) Construction project titles shall include the terms 
addition, extension, alteration, restoration, replacement, and 
expansion, as appropriate.  
 
(2) Titles for equipment installation projects shall use 
wording that indicates the work applies to installation of 
personal property, (ex: “Installation of Computer System, 
Building 43” or “Alterations and Equipment Installation of 
UPS, Building 21”). 
 
(3) Repair project titles shall include the terms “repair” or 
“replace” as appropriate; avoid less specific terms such as 
“rehabilitation” or “renovation.” 
 
4) Demolition and Consolidation project titles shall include 
the terms “demolish” or “consolidate” as appropriate. 
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g. Combination projects shall include in the title terms that 
highlight the major types of work being accomplished 
 
h. Examples of project identification numbers are listed below: 
 
(1) ST101-04, Repair Roof, Administration Building 162. 
 
(2) NF102-04, Construct Addition to Warehouse Building 
64. 
 
(3) RM103-04, Replace HVAC, Administration Building 
261 
 
(4) DE104-04, Demolish 22 Buildings at NAVSTA 
 
(5) DE105-04, Consolidate FISC to Building 44. 
 
2.2.6 Special Project Scope 
 
a. The Special Project scope is developed from the requirement to 
satisfy a facility deficiency or deficiencies. The project scope must 
include all work necessary to produce a complete and usable 
facility, or a complete and usable portion of a facility. Complete 
and usable is defined as having all necessary or normal parts, 
components, or steps, as well as being fit for the intended purpose 
of the facility or project. 
 
b. Facilities Special Projects generally encompass a single real 
property facility. All work associated with meeting a requirement 
in a particular facility must be incorporated into the project scope. 
 
(1) Where multiple projects are contemplated in a single 
real property facility, see paragraphs 3.2.2, 3.2.3, and 4.2.3. 
 
(2) Where a requirement may involve work in more than 
one real property facility, see paragraphs 3.2.2 and 4.2.1. 
 
c. Projects that repair or construct facilities that also require 
extensions to utility systems to be complete and usable must 
include these utility extensions as part of the project scope and 
cost. 
 
d. Properly identifying the project scope is independent of the 
selected method(s) of accomplishing the work. If the selected 
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method of accomplishment is a construction contract, then 
appropriate consideration should be given to the proper scope of 
the contract. There is, however, no direct relationship between 
contract scope and project scope. Additional guidance on project 
scope can be found in paragraphs 3.2.2, 4.2, and Appendix D. 
 
2.2.7 Special Project Justification 
The project justification must clearly describe the requirement for the 
project in terms of impact to mission, life-cycle economics, health and 
safety situation, environmental compliance aspect, quality of life 
improvement, or some combination of the above. The project must include 
a verifiable cost estimate that correlates to the project description and 
scope. Project requirements for repair and maintenance should also list the 
Facility Readiness Evaluation System (FRES) Quality (Q) rating for the 
associated Facility Analysis Category (FAC). Projects with any minor 
construction work should state the FRES Quantity (N) rating. 
 
2.2.8 Special Project Technical Solution 
The proposed solution to a facilities requirement must withstand critical 
review by competent technical experts. Technical solutions should be 
responsive to all performance criteria and should address concerns for 
reliability, maintainability, constructability, and safety. When applicable, 
technical solutions must also address concerns for legal compliance, 
energy conservation, environmental compliance, and the use of unproven 
technologies. In all cases, the benefits resulting from the technical solution 
must be weighed against the cost through a formal or informal cost/benefit 
analysis. 
 
2.2.9 Economic Analysis 
 
a. A formal net present value life-cycle economic analysis is 
required for: 
 
(1) All maintenance and repair projects with an estimated 
cost that is greater than $500,000 and more than 50 percent 
of the facility plant replacement value (PRV). 
 
(2) All repair projects with an estimated cost greater than 
$2,000,000. 
 
b. Maintenance dredging does not require an economic analysis. 
 
c. If an economic analysis is required for your project, the Net 
Present Value (NPV) of each alternative considered must be 
included in Block 11 of the DD1391. The Office of Management 
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and Budget (OMB) publishes discount rates annually at 
www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/index.html.  
 
d. Guidelines and formats for preparing economic analyses are 
contained in the NAVFAC P-442. Results of analyses are to be 
summarized and listed on the DD 1391. Economic Analysis should 
be prepared using Army Corps of Engineers Econpack software. 
 
2.2.10 Special Project Detailed Cost Estimate 
 
a. Detailed cost estimates shall be accurately reflected in Block 9 
of the DD1391. For combination projects, the cost estimate must 
identify the Classification of Work (repair, construction, 
maintenance, or equipment installation) and respective Special 
Interest Code (sustainment, restoration and modernization, new 
footprint, or demolition) for each line item or group of line items in 
the cost estimate. 
 
b. The project cost estimate shall include separate line items for 
SIOH, contingency, and the design cost of a design/build project. 
Funded and unfunded project costs are discussed in paragraphs 
2.1.1.b and 2.1.1.k. 
 
c. Itemize specific quantities and unit costs for each item whenever 
possible, instead of using lump sum costs. 
 
d. Identify separately all government furnished or installed 
equipment and materials that are funded costs. 
 
e. Identify non-additive costs for design (Special Projects only, not 
MILCON) and equipment furnished by others. 
 
f. Estimated costs must be based on current prices and escalated to 
the year proposed for project execution. The year should be clearly 
indicated on the DD1391. 
 
g. When a project is phased, a cost estimate must be prepared for 
each phase. Combination projects that include minor construction 
must show the construction cost (including SIOH and contingency) 
in each phase to assure the $750,000 minor construction threshold 
is not exceeded. This minor construction threshold applies to the 
project as a whole, the sum of all phases. See paragraph 2.5.4. 
 
h. For real property projects outside the United States, the 
international balance of payment evaluation process required by 
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DODINST 7060.1 must be included in the cost estimate at the 35 
percent design stage. 
 
2.3 SPECIAL PROJECT SUBMISSION 
 
2.3.1 Special Project Submission Process 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the typical process flow for facilities Special 
Projects. This process balances the Navy’s decentralized operation and 
maintenance of physical plant assets with appropriate Region and CNI 
oversight to ensure consistency and integrity. Figure 2.1 does not attempt 
to address the process flow for all projects under all circumstances, but 
rather provides a general framework for satisfying a facilities requirement 
from project documentation to execution. Regions can request the 
servicing Facilities Engineering Command (FEC) to conduct an 
independent technical review and endorsement of Special Projects. 
Regions should consult with CNI for specific submission requirements. 
Key steps in the process are discussed in the following paragraphs. 
 
2.4 SPECIAL PROJECT VALIDATION 
 
2.4.1 Special Project Regional Validation 
 
a. The Regional Commander is responsible for the validity and 
accuracy of facilities Special Projects prepared for his or her plant 
account, including satisfying requirements for site approval such as 
explosive or airfield safety and seismic safety investigation. When 
required, the Regional Commander will forward project 
documentation to CNI for review and approval. The Regional 
Commander may delegate these responsibilities to the Regional 
Engineer. See the Tables of Authorities in Appendix C. Lower 
installation authority thresholds may be established at the 
discretion of the Regional Commander. 
 
b. The Regional Commander will validate all Special Projects that 
meet the criteria listed below; dollar amounts are total funded 
project costs as discussed in paragraph 2.1.1.b.: 
 
(1) Minor construction projects over $500,000. 
 
(2) Repair or specific maintenance projects over $500,000 
for O&MN or O&MNR funded work. 
 
(3) Repair or specific maintenance projects over 
$3,000,000 for NWCF or RDT&E funded work. 
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(4) Equipment installation projects over $500,000. 
 
(5) Combination projects (more than one Classification of 
Work) over $500,000. 
 
(6) Repair projects over $500,000 and in excess of 50 
percent of plant replacement value (PRV). 
 
c. Prior to submitting projects to CNI, the Regional Commander 
should ensure the following: 
 
(1) Proper classification of government property. 
 
(2) Proper Classification of Work (i.e., maintenance, repair, 
construction, or equipment installation). 
 
(3) Proper classification of Special Interest Code (SIC). 
 
(4) Proper source of funds. 
 
(5) Adequacy of technical solution. 
 
(6) Completeness of scope and cost estimate. 
 
(7) Adequacy of economic analysis (when required). 
 
(8) Compliance with the Shore Facilities Planning System. 
 
(9) Environmental compliance, environmental review (see 
OPNAVINST 5090.1), cultural resources compliance, and 
safety compliance. 
 
(10) Proper site approval (as required). 
 
d. For projects requiring additional approvals, the Regional 
Commander will prepare an endorsement and forward the project 
to the appropriate approval authority. Such endorsement can either 
be in the form of the Regional Engineer’s signature on the DD1391 
or an electronic signature in EPG. The Regional Commander shall 
approve valid projects requiring no further approvals, either by 
letter of approval to the submitting installation or by directly 
authorizing design and/or construction of the project. 
Alternatively, the project may be returned to the installation 
disapproved, or with comments and desired actions. The Regional 
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Engineer shall retain a copy of installation project documentation, 
correspondence, and project 
validations, approvals, and authorizations in the Region’s project 
files for a minimum of 5 years. 
 
e. Although project validation by NAVFAC Facilities Engineering 
Command (FEC) is not required, the Region may request the FEC 
to provide technical review of Special Projects. At the request of 
the respective Region or installation, the servicing FEC will assist 
the Regional Engineer and make recommendations concerning 
Special Projects with emphasis on the technical review. The FEC 
will forward their recommendations to the Regional Engineer or 
preparing installation as appropriate. 
 
f. Projects involving restricted facilities, as discussed in paragraph 
11.6, should be forwarded by the Region to the appropriate 
approval authority. g. Projects involving work classified as 
construction exceeding $750,000 (including SIOH and 
contingency) follow a different process (see paragraph 2.10) since 
they are MILCON scope. 
 
2.4.2 Commander, Navy Installations (CNI) Approval for Special Projects 
 
a. Special Projects Exceeding Regional Engineer’s Authority 
Special Projects above the Regional Engineer’s authority must 
receive approval by CNI N4 (SRM) or higher authority. The 
approval levels for approval of facilities projects are shown in the 
Table of Authorities in Appendix C. 
 
b. Special Project Notifications 
Projects will be documented, validated, and approved in 
accordance with paragraphs 2.2 and 2.4 of this instruction. An 
endorsement by CNI indicates the project has been validated and 
approved for funding at a specific funded cost level. 
 
c. Special Project Cost Increases and Approvals 
Cost increases due to changes at any time during execution are 
funded at the installation or regional level even if the project was 
originally centrally funded by CNI. If the increase in the 
construction portion of the Special Project cost is within 10 percent 
of the construction threshold (i.e., over $675,000 including SIOH), 
then the project shall be submitted to CNI N4 (SRM) or higher 
authority for approval and should address any changes in scope, 
the reason for cost increase, and include an updated cost estimate 
in as much detail as required. 
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d. CNI Special Project Documentation Requirements 
The CNI Special Project Checklist is included Appendix D for 
reference. This checklist is used by the CNI Program Manager to 
ensure all required documents have been submitted for each 
project. 
 
2.4.3 Assistant Secretary of Navy (I&E) Approval for Special Projects 
 
a. Delegation of Approval Authority 
ASN (I&E) delegated approval authority to DASN (I&F) by 
Memorandum in May 1995. 
 
b. Special Projects Exceeding $5,000,000  
In addition to the project validation discussed in the preceding 
paragraphs, repair projects exceeding $5,000,000 must receive an 
additional review by OPNAV N46 via CNI N4 (SRM) and must be 
approved by DASN (I&F). Any repair project originally having a 
current working estimate (CWE) greater than $4,900,000 or that 
may exceed $5,000,000 (due to changes during execution) shall be 
submitted to OPNAV N46 via CNI N4 (SRM) and approved by 
DASN(I&F) prior to being granted authority to advertise (ATA) by 
CNI. 
 
c. Special Project Notifications 
Projects should be forwarded to OPNAV N46 with CNI 
endorsement. The project documentation and endorsement should 
indicate the fiscal year (or years in the case of “swing” or phased 
projects) in which the project will be funded. 
 
d. Special Project Cost Increases over 25 Percent 
Once approved by DASN (I&F) at a specific cost level, that 
amount may not be exceeded by more than 25 percent during 
execution without additional approval. CNI may approve within-
scope cost increases if the project cost exceeds the original DASN 
(I&F) approved amount by up to 25 percent. Requests for 
increased authority over 25 percent must be submitted to DASN 
(I&F) via CNI. Installations, in coordination with the contracting 
office handling the construction contract, must advise the Region 
and CNI of pending changes which will result in exceeding the 
prior approved amount. The following supporting documents will 
expedite the process: 
 
(1) Endorsement letter from the Regional Engineer or 
electronic signature in EPG 
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(2) Revised DD1391 showing new funded cost and 
indicating the original approved amount, identifying work 
classifications, and including endorsement from NAVFAC 
 
(3) Description and detailed estimate if necessary of new 
work items and justification for the increase 
 
(4) New economic analysis using current discount rate 
 
(5) Regions in coordination with the contracting agent 
handling the construction contract must advise OPNAV 
N46 via CNI N4 (SRM) of pending changes that will result 
in exceeding the prior approved amount. 
 
e. Special Projects Cost Increases Exceeding $7,500,000 
Projects with a current working estimate (CWE) cost greater than  
$7,000,000 or that may exceed $7,500,000 (due to changes during 
execution) shall be submitted to OPNAV N46 via CNI N4 (SRM) 
for 
Congressional notification to the Appropriations and Authorization 
Committees of Congress. The Congressional notification process 
must be completed before issuing the contract change order. 
 
f. CNI Special Project Documentation Requirements 
The CNI Special Project Checklist is included Appendix D for 
reference. This checklist is used by the CNI N4 (SRM) Program 
Manager to ensure all required documents have been submitted for 
each project. g. End of Year (EOY) Regions requesting DASN 
(I&F) project approval should submit completed documentation to 
OPNAV N46 via CNI N4 (SRM) no later than 15 July of each 
fiscal year to ensure sufficient review and approval time. 
 
h. Appropriated and Nonappropriated Funded Minor Construction 
Projects  
Projects that include minor construction and combine appropriated 
and nonappropriated funds (NAF) in a single undertaking must 
also be approved by ASN (I&E) and are discussed further in 
Chapter 12. These projects shall be submitted by OPNAV N46 via 
CNI N4 (SRM). 
 




Congressional Notification is a period of 21 calendar days in which 
Congress is given an opportunity to comment on the project. This 
is not an approval or disapproval, simply a notification. 
Installations and Regions must verify with CNI that the ASN 
(I&E) approval has been granted and the congressional notification 
phase is completed. No project shall be awarded until the ASN 
(I&E) approval and Congressional notification process is complete 
and the 21-day notification period has expired. (Reference: 10 
U.S.C. Section 2811). 
 
b. Special Project Notifications 
In addition to the project validation discussed in the preceding 
paragraphs, DASN (I&F) shall submit a 21-day notification for any 
project estimate over $7,500,000. Notifications will be made to the 
Appropriations and Authorization Committees. 
 
c. Phased Special Projects 
Phased projects shall consider the sum of all phases for 
Congressional notification threshold. 
 
d. Special Projects Cost Increases Exceeding $10,000,000 
Special Projects awarded after the Congressional notification 
process has been completed with a total project cost greater than 
$7,500,000 that may exceed $10,000,000 (due to changes during 
execution) do not require additional notification to Congress. 
However, additional notifications will be made to Appropriations 
and Authorization Committees to advise them that the project cost 
will exceed $10,000,000 and will reference the original 
Congressional notification. DASN (I&F) may require additional 
notifications as deemed appropriate. The installation shall forward 
a memo through the Region to CNI N4 (SRM) stating the current 
situation for this purpose. 
 
e. Procedures 
Projects that require Congressional notification will be forwarded 
to the Authorization and Appropriations Committees after DASN 
(I&F) approval. f. Pre-Award Considerations The contracting 
officer must have a commitment of funds prior to issuing a 
Request for Proposal (RFP). The contract cannot be awarded until 
after the 21-day Congressional notification period has expired. 
 
2.5 SPECIAL PROJECT EXECUTION 
 
2.5.1 Special Project Execution Options 
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Once approved and programmed for funding, a facilities Special Project 
may be executed. The execution agent may be the installation, the Region, 
the servicing FEC, or a special program sponsor. Options for 
accomplishing the work include using in-house shop forces, a construction 
contract, tasking a Base Operating Support (BOS) contractor, utilizing a 
turnkey contract, employing the Naval Construction Forces (NCF), 
applying self-help labor, or a combination of the above. Whichever option 
is selected, installations and Regions must continually balance workload, 
resources, and readiness to optimize the condition of their real property 
assets. 
 
2.5.2 Execution Packaging for Special Projects 
 
a. Installations and Regions are afforded maximum flexibility in 
packaging work for execution as necessary to enhance readiness 
and to take advantage of economies of scale. Work planned for 
execution by contract may, for example, be packaged in any of the 
following ways: 
 
(1) A single project accomplished with a single contract. 
 
(2) A single project accomplished with multiple contracts. 
 
(3) Multiple projects accomplished with a single contract. 
 
(4) Multiple projects accomplished with multiple contracts. 
 
b. Decisions regarding execution packaging must be based on an 
understanding of the distinction between project scope and contract 
scope. Project scope is addressed in this instruction. Contract scope 
is addressed in the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and 
implementing directives. 
 
2.5.3 Combination Special Projects 
Combination projects consist of more than one Classification of Work or 
more than one Special Interest Code. They generally require special 
handling during execution because of funding concerns. 
 
a. Classification of Work and Special Interest Code 
Classification of Work and SIC shall be clearly delineated in Cost 
Estimate (Block 9 of DD1391), Description of Proposed 
Construction (Block 10 of DD1391), Scope (Block 11 of 
DD1391), and Detailed Cost Estimate (attached electronically in 
EPG) at a minimum. 
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b. Special Project Numbers 
Project numbering will reflect the predominant Special Interest 
Code, calculated by majority of cost. 
 
c. Execution Agents 
Execution agent(s) shall be familiar with Classifications of Work 
as they pertain to the scope of work to be accomplished. 
 
d. Split Funded Special Projects 
Appropriations from more than one source, such as for equipment 
procurement and installation, shall follow applicable instructions. 
 
e. Minor Construction Changes 
CNI shall be notified of any increases in minor construction 
throughout the Construction contract from any type of 
appropriation. 
 
f. Minor Construction Threshold 
CNI N4 (SRM) shall be notified when the statutory limitation of 
minor construction is exceeded or is imminent. (See paragraph 
2.4.2.c). Work on the Special Project shall cease. 
 
2.5.4 Special Project Phasing 
Large projects may be phased to ensure efficient use of available 
resources. Phasing is also possible in combination projects (i.e., projects 
with more than one Classification of Work). Regions and installations 
shall determine whether phasing is advantageous and cost effective. 
Projects shall not be phased for purposes of incrementation. See 
paragraphs 2.2.6, 2.2.10(g), and 3.2.3. Phasing requires approval of the 
entire project scope at a total cost for all phases of the project in advance. 
Incrementation is sub-dividing a project into smaller projects to avoid 
higher approval thresholds. 
 
a. Phased Special Project Documentation 
Phased projects shall be documented per paragraph 2.2. In 
addition, phased projects that include minor construction must 
show the construction cost in each phase and sum of construction 
costs to ensure that the $750,000 minor construction threshold is 
not exceeded. Supporting documentation shall represent how 
phases are to be accomplished. 
 
b. Special Project Scope 
The entire project scope must be submitted for approval prior to 
funding of any individual phases. Each phase must be a complete 
and useable portion of the entire approved project. “Complete” 
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means having all necessary or normal parts, components, or steps. 
“Useable” means fit for use, convenient to use, or that which can 
be used. 
 
c. Phased Special Project Validation 




Department of Defense policy requires that real property projects must be 
accomplished through the most economic means available, consistent with 
military and statutory requirements. To support the morale and retention 
of Navy personnel, there is a continuing need to enhance the habitability 
of Bachelor Quarters and improve personnel support, welfare, and 
recreational facilities. A Self-Help Program can make such improvements 
using military personnel for maintenance, repair, alterations, and new 
construction. Additional guidance and responsibilities have been provided 
to all Navy commands for the development and use of local Self-Help 
Programs (see OPNAVINST 11000.8H). 
 
2.6 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 
Military Construction (MILCON), as defined in 10 U.S.C. Section 2801, includes 
any construction, development, conversion, or extension of any kind carried out 
with respect to a military installation. MILCON includes construction projects for 
all types of buildings, facilities, roads, airfield pavements, and utility systems 
costing more than $750,000. The Navy MILCON program objective is to provide 
quality facilities to support the Navy mission. A MILCON project includes all 
construction work necessary to produce a complete and usable facility or 
complete and usable improvement to an existing facility. Additionally, instances 
may occur when maintenance and repair work will be accomplished as MILCON 
as part of a large project. 
 
2.6.1 MILCON Project Authority 
Authority to carry out a MILCON project includes authority for surveys 
and site preparation, acquisition, conversion, rehabilitation, or installation 
of facilities; acquisition and installation of equipment and appurtenances 
integral to the project; acquisition and installation of supporting facilities 
(including utilities) and appurtenances incident to the project; and 
planning, supervision, administration, inspection, and overhead incident to 
the project. 
 
2.6.2 Project Limitations 
Each MILCON shall result in a complete and usable facility or 
improvement to a facility. Combining multiple facilities of different types 
into a single MILCON project is not recommended, except when each 
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project is in the same Facility Class (FC) and the required completion date 
of each facility necessitates programming all of the facilities in the same 
fiscal year. 
 
2.7 MILCON PROGRAMMING 
Programming is the process of developing and obtaining approval and funding for 
Military Construction (MILCON) Projects. The programming process for Military 
Construction Projects, Navy (MILCON) from the shore installation level to Navy 
Comptroller (FMB) is illustrated in Figure 2.2, MILCON Programming Process. 
 
2.7.1 Shore Installation to Navy Comptroller 
Shore installations identify, develop, and validate MILCON projects and 
submit their projects to their respective Regions. Each Region will 
prioritize their projects and submit to OPNAV N46/CNI N4 (MILCON) in 
an Integrated Priority List (IPL). After OPNAV N46/CNI N4 (MILCON) 
and NAVFAC staffs assess and score each project, a Draft MILCON 
Programming Board IPL is sent out to the Regions and Real Property 
Requirements Generators (RPRG) in preparation for the OPNAV 
N46/CNI MILCON Programming Board. Each region presents their 
respective 
projects (program year and program year +1) at the OPNAV N46/CNI 
MILCON Programming Board. A Programming Board IPL is developed 
and sent to the Regional Engineers and RPRG Engineers for review. After 
obtaining feedback from Regional Engineers, a Pre-Final IPL is sent out to 
the Regional Commanders and Real Property Requirements Generators 
(RPRG) for review. Following their review, OPNAV N46/CNI N4 
(MILCON) will provide the OPNAV N46/CNI MILCON IPL to OPNAV 
N4 who then submits the program to N8 then to the Navy Comptroller. 
 
2.8 MILCON BUDGETING 
The Budgeting process starts with the submission of the CNO program to the 
Navy Comptroller (FMB). FMB submits the Navy’s Budget to OSD. 
 
2.8.1 MILCON and Program Objective Memorandum Schedules 
The Navy Comptroller (FMB) submits a biennial MILCON budget (two 
fiscal years at one time) to OSD and Congress each even numbered fiscal 
year. OSD reviews both years in detail and issues decisions on each. 
Congress, however, does not normally review the second year program, 
and therefore, that program is resubmitted by the Navy to OSD the next 
year as an amended program. OSD reviews the amended program, and 
after approval, it is submitted to Congress as part of the President’s 
Budget (PB) for that respective year. Additionally, each even numbered 
year, a six-year MILCON program or Future Year Defense Program 
(FYDP) is developed for the Program Objective Memorandum (POM), 
which outlines the forces and resources proposed for the next six years. 
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Scheduling of these submittals is subject to change and guidance is 
provided annually by CNI. 
 
2.8.2 Office of the Secretary of Defense Budget Review 
The Navy submits the MILCON budget to OSD by facility category (such 
as operations and training facilities, maintenance and production facilities, 
research and development facilities, etc.). OSD reviews every project 
submitted and issues Program Budget Decisions (PBDs) that transmit their 
proposed decision on every project (approve, disapprove, revise, or defer 
to a future year). OSD provides reasons for their decisions. If the Navy is 
not satisfied with these decisions and a strong case can be made to rebut 
the proposed decision, a reclama is developed and submitted. OSD review 
and consideration of these reclamas, along with senior level negotiations, 
determine the final PBD decision and ultimately the content and size of 
the MILCON program to be included in the President’s Budget. The total 
Navy budget goes through a similar process. After approval by OMB and 
the President, the budget is submitted to Congress. 
 
2.8.3 MILCON Congressional Review 
The Secretary of Defense submits the MILCON portion (for all services 
and DOD Agencies) of the President’s Budget to Congress in listings 
aggregated by country and state. The Secretary of Defense requests both 
authorization and appropriation from Congress. 
 
2.8.4 MILCON Congressional Authorization 
Authorization of MILCON projects is provided by the National Defense 
Authorization Act that includes authorization requests for other Defense 
accounts such as Procurement; Research, Development, Test and 
Evaluation; Operations and Maintenance; and Military Personnel. 
Normally, all projects that comprise the MILCON total obligation 
authority are included in the authorization request. However, items 
authorized in a prior year for which only appropriation is being requested 
are not included in the authorization request. They are included in the 
appropriation request only. 
 
2.8.5 Armed Services Committees 
The House and Senate Armed Services Committees review the MILCON 
authorization request and hold hearings attended by witnesses from each 
service. These two committees then issue reports detailing their 
recommendations. The full House and Senate then act on the committees’ 
recommendations and each pass its own version of the authorization 
program (referred to as committee marks). 
 
2.8.6 Congressional Authorization Conference Actions 
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Differences between the House and Senate versions are resolved by a 
conference of the Armed Services Conference Committee that also issues 
a report that shows how the differences were resolved. Congress then 
passes the authorization program approved by the conference that 
becomes the authorization act. After the President signs the act, it becomes 
law (National Defense Authorization Act). 
 
2.8.7 MILCON Authorization Expirations 
If no obligation is made for a project within three years after an 
authorization act becomes law, the authorization for that project will 
expire, unless an authorization extension is included in the authorization 
act passed before the end of the third year. Navy Regions shall submit 
requests for extensions to OPNAV N46/CNI N4 (MILCON) via 
NAVFAC describing the circumstances that prevented obligation. 
OPNAV N46/CNI N4 (MILCON) will validate the request and ask OSD, 
through FMB, to include requests for the extension in the authorization 
bill submitted to Congress. 
 
2.8.8 MILCON Congressional Appropriation 
The Secretary of Defense requests, for all services, appropriations for all 
items in the MILCON total obligation authority. The MILCON 
appropriation is a separate bill from all other DOD appropriations. The 
House and Senate Appropriations Committees follow the same procedure 
outlined for the Armed Services Committees in reviewing the 
appropriation request. After the President signs the Appropriations Bill, 
which includes Military Construction, it becomes law. MILCON funds are 
normally available for obligation for five years. At the end of the five 
years, the MILCON appropriations expire. From time to time, general 
reductions and rescissions reduce funds available in prior years. 
Supplemental Appropriations are discussed in Section 4.4. 
 
2.8.9 MILCON Incremental Appropriations 
Generally MILCON projects greater than $50,000,000 will be 
programmed for incremented appropriation amounts. The project will 
receive full authorization during the programmed year and will be 
appropriated for the amount of expected expenditure in the program year 
(typically no more than $50,000,000 per year) and outyears. The project 
will keep the same P number coded alpha-numerically (A,B,C) for the 
follow-on increments in the program years +1, +2 , +3. The project title 
will include Project Description and INC I of XX (# of increments). 
Individually, incremented MILCON appropriations do not produce 
complete and useable facilities, but rather in aggregate produce a complete 
and useable facility. 2.9 MILCON PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
 
2.9.1 Advanced Planning for Military Construction Projects 
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The Military Construction Codification Act, Report of the Committee on 
Armed Services, dated 17 June 1982, addresses Architectural and 
Engineering Services and Construction Design. The Act authorizes the 
Navy to carry out architectural and engineering services and construction 
design for any military construction project or land acquisition project 
using appropriated military construction funds. It permits the use also of 
such appropriations for construction management of projects that are 
funded by foreign governments for which funds would not be available for 
the normal United States oversight functions of design review and 
supervision and inspection of construction including associated overhead 
costs. It is not intended that functions related to the planning process be 
performed under the authority of this section. Advance planning functions 
are: (1) 
developing the requirement for a military construction project, (2) 
developing a master plan for an installation, (3) alternative site studies, (4) 
developing and validating military construction project documentation 
prior to commencing project design, (5) preparing engineering analyses 
and studies to develop technical design parameters, and (6) preparing 
environmental impact assessments and statements. Planning should be 
funded from funds available in the operations and maintenance (O&MN, 
O&MNR, NWCF, RDT&E) accounts. 2.9.2 MILCON Team Planning and 
Programming Process (MTP3) The project development process for 
Military Construction Projects (MILCON) is called the MILCON Team 
Planning and Programming Process (MTP3). Project development is one 
of the most important actions in MILCON programming and is 
documented using a DD Form 1391. The MTP3 guidance provides 
specific details of DD1391 preparations with respect to the submission 
timeline and level of review. The DD Form 1391, by itself, shall explain 
and justify the project to all levels of the Navy, OSD, OMB and Congress. 
Justification data shall clearly describe the impact on mission, people, 
productivity, life-cycle cost, etc., if the project is not accomplished. This 
process is explained in detail in the paper “MILCON Team Planning and 
Programming (MTP3) Guidance which is available at the website, 
http://navfacilitator.navfac.navy.mil/mcn/progdir.htm. Also available at 
this website is a MILCON checklist and a DD1391 example developed for 
the use of MILCON teams in the MTP3 process. 
 
2.9.3 Electronic Project Generator (EPG) 
The Electronic Project Generator (EPG) will be used for all DD1391 
preparation, routing, and review by Navy and Marine Corps installations 
worldwide, Real Property Requirements Generators (RPRG), the Marine 
Corps, Regional Commands, OPNAV, CNI, and Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command (NAVFAC). EPG is available for registered users 
at https://jersey-3.navfac.navy.mil/prd/epg.htm.  
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2.9.4 Integrated Priority List (IPL) 
Each installation will submit DD1391’s to their respective regions. 
Regions are required to submit their Integrated Priority List (IPL) and 
Requirements List (RL) via the web-based application Internet Navy 
Facility Assets Data Store (iNFADS), located at website 
https://jersey3.navfac.navy.mil/prd/nfa.htm. A user manual is available in 
the IPL/RL guide at the website http://navfacilitator.navfac.navy.mil 
/mcn/progdir.htm. 
 
2.10 MILCON PROJECT VALIDATION 
Each project is reviewed and validated at each tier as indicated in Section 2.7. 
Prior to release of construction funds, the cognizant NAVFAC office is 
responsible for obtaining a certification from the Installation Commander that the 
project is still a valid requirement. 
 
2.10.1 Installation Validation of MILCON Projects 
The installation Commanding Officer and Real Property Requirements 
Generators (RPRG) (if applicable) are responsible for the validity and 
accuracy of facilities projects prepared for his or her plant account, 
including satisfying requirements for site approval such as explosive or 
airfield safety and seismic safety investigation (see NAVFACINST 
11012.145). At the request of the installation or region, the servicing FEC 
will provide assistance in preparation of 1391 documentation. The 
Installation Commander will forward project documentation to the 
Regional 
Commander for review and approval. The Regional Commander may 
delegate his/her responsibilities to the Regional Engineer. Submission of 
the Activity 1391 to the Region via EPG is considered the Installation’s 
validation of the requirement. 
 
2.10.2 Regional Validation of MILCON Projects 
 
a. The Regional Commander will validate all MILCON projects by 
verifying the requirements that create the need for the proposed 
projects and confirming that proposed projects are the most cost 
effective means of satisfying the requirements. Regions will ensure 
that all alternatives have been exhausted prior to submission of a 
MILCON project. Regional Commanders shall prioritize their 
installations’ MILCON facility requirements. Regional 
Commanders shall also take into consideration Real Property 
Requirements Generators’ (RPRG) priorities in development of 
their region’s MILCON priorities (Integrated Priority List). 
Submission of Region’s Integrated Priority List to OPNAV 
N46/CNI N4 (MILCON) through the Internet Navy Facilities Data 
Store (iNFADS) is the Regional Commanders’ requirement 
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validation. NAVFAC FEC’s will validate technical requirements 
of projects through submission of EFD 1391 to NAVFAC HQ and 
OPNAV N46/CNI N4 (MILCON) through Electronic Project 
Generator (EPG). 
 
2.11 MILCON PROJECT EXECUTION 
After the President signs the Appropriations Act which includes Military 
Construction, the funding is made available for execution. Naval Facilities 
Engineering Command will coordinate the execution of most Navy 
Military Construction Projects. NAVFAC will develop and execute an 
Acquisition Strategy for each project. In certain cases, the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers may be the construction agent for Navy Military 
Construction projects. See DOD Directive 4270.5 for additional 
information. 
 
2.12 SCOPE CHANGES ON PROJECTS AUTHORIZED BY 
CONGRESS 
 
2.12.1 Definition of MILCON Project Scope: 
 
a. The scope of an individual project is defined by the 
following, in order of precedence: 
 
(1) Public Law 
 
(2) Comments contained in committee reports 
 
(3) Military Construction Project Data, DD Form 
1391, certified “as enacted” by NAVFAC MILCON 
 
(4) Military Construction Project Data, DD Form 
1391, presented to Congress as justification for each 
project 
 
(5) Testimony before the Congressional committees 
 
(6) Witness data, if applicable, prepared for use 
during Congressional hearings, or 
 
(7) Documents contained in NAVFACENGCOM 
files which describe the content, intent, and cost 




b. For the purposes of “Scope Variation” the term “scope” 
designates the major quantitative unit of measure of the 
primary facility of a project, such as 10,000 SF 
administrative building. While major emphasis must be 
placed on monitoring the scope of the primary facility, it is 
also necessary to maintain control of the supporting 
facilities since they often contribute significantly to the 
total cost of a project. 
 
2.12.2 General Principle 
The general principle for evaluating requests for project scope 
changes is based the Navy’s intent at the time the project was 
presented to Congress. Although project scope changes may be 
necessary and desirable on occasion, these changes can only be 
accommodated when consistent with the original intent of Navy, 
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), and Congress. 
 
2.12.3 MILCON Project Scope Changes 
All changes to the scope of a MILCON project must first be 
approved by OPNAV N46, CNI N4 (MILCON), and NAVFAC 
MILCON. 
 
a. MILCON Project Scope Decreases 
 
(1) A reduction in the Congressionally approved 
scope of a project may be necessitated by funding 
limitations or may be desired due to a change in 
requirements or mission. However, before any 
scope reduction can be approved, two basic 
requirements must be met. First, the reduced scope 
must still provide a functionally complete and 
usable facility. If a proposed scope reduction will 
require follow-on authorization to provide a 
complete and usable facility, it will not normally be 
approved. Secondly, it is mandatory that the 
reduced scope still meet the original intent of the 
project as approved by Congress. A facility that will 
not perform the basic function that Congress 
approved shall not be constructed. 
 
(2) A report of the facts relating to the scope 
reduction must be submitted to Congress prior to 
award if the proposed change will reduce the 
approved scope of the project by more than 25 
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percent, or Congress has otherwise mandated the 
scope. 
 
(3) Proposed scope changes that meet the above 
criteria must be submitted to the Congress per the 
requirements of 10 U.S.C. Section 2853 (10 U.S.C. 
Section 18233a for MCNR) regardless of the reason 
for the scope reduction. The 21-day notification 
period is still required before construction at this 
reduced scope may proceed. 
 
(4) Scope reduction on projects for which the 
primary facility scope is defined as “lump sum” or 
for which the primary facility scope is otherwise 
difficult to quantify shall be submitted to NAVFAC 
MILCON for review and approval. 
 
(5) To ensure a construction contract award within 
the dollar availability, NAVFAC FEC’s may adjust 
the scope of a contract to provide for a base bid 
item and one or more additive bid items. The base 
bid item must provide a complete and usable facility 
within the original intent of the project, should have 
user concurrence, and the scope must not be 
reduced in excess of 25 percent. The FEC is 
authorized to proceed with scope reductions that are 
consistent with this policy. 
 
b. MILCON Project Scope Increase 
 
(1) The Navy has no authority under law to increase 
the scope of a project after enactment. However, 
modification or “redefinition” of scope may be 
considered under the following circumstances 
provided it is considered within the intent of the 
enacted scope: 
 
(a) Planning, design, or construction 
deficiencies uncovered after the project was 
approved by Congress require corrective 
action in order to provide a complete and 
useable facility 
 
(b) Changes are necessary to conform to a 
revised external requirement, (ex: laws, 
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environmental permit requirements, building 
codes, or criteria revisions related to safety 
and adequacy), or 
 
(c) Changes in methods or technology 
disclose a superior means of 
accomplishment that logic or economics 
indicate should be adopted. 
 
(2) OPNAV N46/CNI N4 (MILCON) and 
NAVFAC MILCON must approve redefinition of 
primary facility scope. Changes to supporting 
utilities and roads may be made by the FEC within 
budgetary limits, providing there is no change in the 
basic concept of the supporting utilities and roads 
and there is no change in scope or concept of the 
primary facility. Any other changes to supporting 
facilities must be submitted to OPNAV N46/CNI 
N4 (MILCON) and NAVFAC MILCON for 
approval. 
 
c. A request must be submitted to OPNAV N46/CNI N4 
(MILCON) and NAVFAC MILCON whenever a scope 
decrease in excess of 25 percent or any scope redefinition is 
recognized except as previously noted with regard to 
supporting facilities. 
 
d. When the redefinition of scope causes an increase in the 
project cost by 25 percent, reprogramming and cost 
variation procedures must be followed. 
 
2.13 MILCON REPROGRAMMING AND COST VARIATION PROVISIONS 
 
2.13.1 MILCON Project Reprogramming 
The Services are require to obtain Congressional House and Senate 
Appropriations Committees (HAC & SAC) approval prior to exceeding 
the project’s appropriated amount (reprogramming base) by more than the 
lesser of 25 percent or $2,000,000 based on the total funding requirements. 
Approval is obtained through a formal reprogramming request to the HAC 
and SAC that requires processing through NAVFAC, OPNAV N46/CNI 
N4 (MILCON), NAVCOMPT, and OSD (COMPT). This reprogramming 
procedure is in addition to the Cost Variation procedure that is required by 
10 U.S.C Section 2853 if the cost increase exceeds the lesser of 25 percent 
or $3,000,000, and may be in addition to a Scope Variation procedure. See 
FMR Volume 3, Chapter 7. Reprogramming approval requires a written 
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response by the Appropriation Committees, not just expiration of a 
waiting period. Courtesy notifications to the HASC and SASC are also 
required for any reprogramming request for which a Cost Variation is not 
required (i.e., below cost variation threshold). A description of the cost 
problem should be forwarded to NAVFAC MILCON for a case-specific 
reprogramming determination. Reprogramming may not be required in the 
following instances: 
 
a. Completing a project in its entirety with expired funds may not 
require reprogramming. Project cost increases are only allowable 
for valid upward price adjustments which exclude any work not in 
the scope of the original contract. 
 
b. Cost increase above threshold is due solely to the final 
resolution of a contractor claim. 
 
c. Cost increase above threshold is due solely to the excess cost 
attributable to a reprocurement contract. The basis for not 
reprogramming is based upon ultimate anticipated recovery from 
surety. The reprogramming process is not available to initiate a 
new project or to fund a project that was denied appropriation in 
the Congressional budget cycle. The only exception is for projects 
qualifying under authority for Exceptional Construction, including 
Unspecified Minor Construction (UMC), Emergency Construction 
and Restoration of Damage or Destroyed Facilities projects, and 
Contingency Construction projects. Other exceptions are made for 
urgent land acquisition per 10 U.S.C. Section 2672a or for new 
Reserve component projects when the requirement was not known 
in time to be included in the annual budget submission. 
 
2.13.2 MILCON Project Escalation (below threshold reprogramming) 
When projects are increased above the appropriated amount but less than 
the reprogramming threshold, the action is referred to as a below threshold 
reprogramming or “escalation.” The authority to approve below threshold 
escalations is given to SECNAV per 10 U.S.C. Section 2852 (10 U.S.C. 
Section 18233a for MCNR) and further delegated to NAVFAC.  
 
2.13.3 MILCON Project Cost Variation 10 U.S.C. Section 2853 (10 
U.S.C. Section 18233a for MCNR) requires approval in writing from the 
Service Secretary and notification to the Congressional Committees when 
increasing a MILCON project funding amount above the appropriated 
amount by more than the lesser of 25 percent or $3,000,000 based on the 
total funding requirement. The Congressional criteria for evaluating the 
need to increase a project funding amount above this limitation are: (1) it 
must be required for the sole purpose of meeting unusual variation in cost, 
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and (2) it could not have been reasonably anticipated at the time the 
project was originally approved by Congress. Cost Variations for the 
purpose of accommodating scope increases will not be approved. 
 
a. MILCON Project Cost Variation 
Project cost increases exceeding the lesser of 25 percent above the 
appropriated amount or $3,000,000 (for other than within-scope 
change orders to a contract or final settlement of a contractor 
claim) require NAVFAC, OPNAV N46/CNI N4 (MILCON), and 
SECNAV approval, Congressional notification, and expiration of a 
21-day waiting period. 
 
b. MILCON Project Cost Notification 
NAVFAC approval, OPNAV N46/CNI N4 (MILCON) approval, 
and Congressional notification (no waiting period) are required in 
the following instances after a contract for a project has been 
awarded: 
 
(1) Project cost increases exceeding the lesser of 25 percent 
above the appropriated amount or $3,000,000 for within-
scope change orders to a contract 
 




(4) Project completed in its entirety with expired funds. 
Cost Notification procedures do not apply to MCNR 
projects. MCNR is not appropriated by individual project. 
Therefore, the cost variation provisions apply to the 
appropriation in its entirety and not to an individual project. 
Reprogramming limits do apply to individual MNCR 
projects in the same manner as MILCON. 
 
c. Subsequent MILCON Project Cost Increases 
Once a project has been given Congressional approval to exceed 
the cost increase limits in 10 U.S.C., additional Cost 
Variation/Notification requests may or may not be required for 
further increases. All such cases must be directed to NAVFAC 
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APPENDIX B. ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRY CONSTRUCTION COST 
INDICES 
 

































APPENDIX C. CPI HISTORY TABLE 
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APPENDIX D. NATIONAL BUILDING COST MANUAL INDEX 
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APPENDIX E. RS MEANS HISTORICAL COST INDEXES 
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APPENDIX F. NAVAL CENTER FOR COST ANALYSIS 
INFLATION INDEX 
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APPENDIX G. NAVFAC BUILDING COST INDEX 
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APPENDIX H. NAVFAC’S LEED FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION 
WORKBOOK SUMMARY OF COST TABLES 
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